
Flame Retardant Fabrics and Furnishings for 
Contract Interiors

Celebrating European Design and Manufacturing



Creating beautiful interiors through European        
design, expertise and service.
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Experienced in design and supply of 
expert flame retardant fabrics and 
furnishings to the contract sector, 
Skoposis proud of its British heritage, 
with a rich history in printing and 
manufacture. The Skopos business is 
built upon firm foundations of design, 
expertise and service, delivered 
by a passionate  and highly skilled 

team.

The Skopos offer provides an option of 
fabric on the roll or full service, including 
site measure, make-up  

Skopos began their incredible journey  
back in the early 1970’s, amongst the mills in 
Yorkshire, UK.
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DESIGN EXPERTISE 

Creating  flagship products 
for statement interiors.
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Our collections are designed in-house 
and our design ideas researched against 
market trends in the UK, Europe and 
further afield,  with our customers’ 
insight, to ensure we only bring 
products to market that offer something 
fresh and inspiring into hospitality, 
cruise and leisure interiors.

Our team are excited by colour, 
pattern and fabric construction, giving 
Skopos collections beauty, style and 
performance. Many success stories are 
underpinned by intelligent design and 
Skopos is no different!

Our Design Team...
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The opportunity to be unique. Set your   
imagination free.
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Bespoke by Skopos is an opportunity to be 
unique, where the possibilities are endless, 
just let creativity flow. Taking favourite 
design cues and adapting Skopos archives, 
Skopos can provide project-specific 
solutions.
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50 YEARS’ EXPERTISE   

Confidence in developing technical 
products. Confidence in performance.
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Our technical expertise has always been 
paramount. Our strict processes ensure 
customers’ receive best quality products 
and services. 
 
We test all of our products prior to 
launch to ensure they conform to 
British and European standards for fire 
retardancy and meet the high demands 
set for contract interiors. Our testing 
includes  NFPA testing for the Amercian 
marketplace,  certifing our products for 
use as upholstery and drapery end uses. 

We are also committed to a programme 
of due diligence for our FR British 
Standard tests and each year ensure our 

certificates are up-dated. 

Our tests depend on the nature of the fabrics 
involved but include:

Bedding and Drape Tests:

• BS5867 parts 1 and 2
• USA NFPA 701
• M1, Classe Uno and B1 (dependent on collection)
• BS7175 (Bedding)

Upholstery Tests:
• EN1021—1 and 2
• BS7176 Medium Hazard
• BS5852 (Crib 5)
• Martindale Abrasion
• USA NFPA 260

IMO—we are also committed to working with module 
B and D, as required for Marine applications.

We are a registered ISO company.
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Certificate number 2588
ISO 9001
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OUTSTANDING SERVICE 

Proud of our Yorkshire roots!
One of our core values is ‘Outstanding 
Service’ and our sales team have 
experience across the globe working 
with architects, specifiers and interior 
designers, delivering large scale projects 
to given timelines and budgets. We work 
with our customers to achieve their 
goals, whether a standard template or 
something out of the ordinary.



Skopos provide FR fabrics on the roll, 
or alternatively can provide full service 
to our customers; with site measure, 
product make-up and installation. 
Skopos have lmost 50 years’ experience 
of providing best quality contract soft 
furnishings, specifically made to your 
requirements. Our quality standards are 
the highest, with the delivery of  large-
scale projects for core brands across 
the world across cruise, hospitality, 
healthcare, education and the private 
rented sector.

Best Quality European Manufacturing

Driven by 
our reputation for  
expert service across 
the UK, Europe and the 
globe!
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Our Projects 
Proud of what  we do...

Brief:

Philip Watts (Nottingham) came up with a 
weather based theme for this large central 
Manchester hotel. The rooms were grouped 
as either, ‘Breezy’, ‘Raindrops’ or ‘Sunshine’ 
with images, murals and a colour scheme 
to match. Skopos were asked to look at a 
printed gradient curtain to fit the scheme.

Ibis Styles, Portland, Manchester  
(Accor Group)

Outcome:

Skopos designed and printed 3 different 
colour gradient panels (Blue, Orange and 
Yellow) onto blackout fabric, which were then
made up into elegant soft curtains to fit with 
the interior for all 225 rooms.
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Brief:

Heather Bennani, of Not a Box design was 
commissioned to design a Boutique hotel 
interior perfect for leisure guests, conferences 
and wedding functions. Heather’s concept of 
botanical beauty was chosen to reinvigorate 
the public spaces and guest bedrooms. 
Colours for the interior were intended to 
follow a jewel-like theme.

Windermere Hydro

Outcome:

The Botanical theme was realised in exotic 
bespoke prints across the furniture, drapery 
and wallcoverings. Skopos amended an 
existing archive design adding in elegant, 
exquisite detail, such as butterflies and 
insects. The Tropicana print was brought to 
life on a beautiful linen-look drape and an  
upholstery quality and utilised in key areas 
of the hotel. In the bedrooms Skopos used 

a classical cherub design from Muraspec on 
the headboards, which was echoed on walls 
within the ballroom. Not a Box also used key 
products from Skopos’ current collection 
to provide bold injections of colour. Skopos 
delivered full service, including make-up  
and fitting.
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Brief:

Koncept ID, Manchester, were the 
designers involved with both hotel 
refurbishments. The designers wanted 
to create something bespoke and 
investigated the idea of printing an  
iconic image from the local area onto 
luxury velvet.  that the hotel could own.

Mercure Exeter and Cardiff
Outcome:

Images were taken of Exeter Cathedral 
Gargoyles for Skopos to print onto Beau 
velvet for the bar and public area chair  
backs and cushions.
 
For Cardiff, the design for the cushions 
mirrored the bespoke carpet design.
 
The close collaboration between Koncept 
ID and the Skopos design team ensured 
the required colour and print effect on 
Beau velvet was successful. The results 
fit the Mercure brand identity perfectly 
and provided a unique, bespoke effect  
celebrating the link to the local area.
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Taking pride 
in our work...

  Who we work with...



Brief:

Lisa Green from Maxwell Green Design 
was the designer for Fraser Suites, 
Kensington. The brief for the interior 
scheme was to provide a sophisticated, 
understated, smart scheme worthy of the 
address, taking into consideration the 
romantic mix of Victorian London  
and contemporary/modern times.

Frasier Suites, Kensington and Glasgow

Outcome:

Following successful installations at 
Fraser Suites Glasgow, Skopos were 
asked to provide full service including 
make-up and installation of curtains, 
sheers, bed throws, scatter cushions, 
and fabric for headboards and seating 
within the suites. 
 
Our experienced fitters completed a 
full measure before installing curtains 
tracks and pelmets in each room. In 
the bedrooms Follies Magpie, from our 
Erddig & Elle printed collection, was 
used to compliment the contemporary 
scheme, with Verve Steel from Impact 
used for the headboards to add a 
contrasting texture, metallic against matt. 
The silk look of the curtains add to the  
luxurious feel of the room and scatter 
cushions from our Lucca collection create 
vibrant splashes of colour in the room.
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Taking pride 
in our work...



For details of all Skopos collections and full technical performance information, visit our website. 

For samples email us: sales@skoposfabrics.com or order directly from our website.

skoposfabrics.caFollow us on Twitter. @SkoposFabrics




